We investigated the hypothesis that inhibition is impaired in a group of Broca's aphasics relative to a group of language-unimpaired controls. We focused on distractor interference and spatial negative priming (NP) effects, which involve the ability to inhibit (i) distracting information and (ii) irrelevant information that exerts its effect from one trial to the next, respectively. The results reflect a distractor interference effect which is in line with suggestions that inhibition is impaired in aphasia. The robust NP effect in the aphasics is accounted for in terms of a deficit in processing information on a local (vs. global) level of analysis.
Introduction
There is an increasing recognition that the communication problems one observes in persons with aphasia (henceforth, PWA) extend beyond verbal deficits and that the myriad of symptoms observed are not solely due to a faulty linguistic system. Rather, there exists a coalition of causal elements resulting in a wide range of communicative deficits. There is some preliminary evidence suggesting that communicative success of PWA may depend on the integrity of executive function skills (Ramsberger 1994) . Executive functions are called into play when an individual is involved in a complex, novel activity. They allow us to plan, sequence, organize, and monitor goal-directed activities in a flexible manner as demanded by situational and environmental changes (Lezak 1995; Phillips 1997; Ylvisaker & Feeney 1998) . Ramsberger (2000: 93) suggests that ''executive functions may serve an important mediating role in the complicated task of human communication especially when routine processing schemas are no longer viable due to primary speech and language processing disorders''.
Language Disorders
When linguistic skills are impaired, individuals need to rely on other cognitive skills in order to communicate. For example, they need to be able to monitor their attempts to communicate and judge whether or not their communicative partner understood the message based on feedback the partner provides. In addition, cognitive flexibility is required to switch to another modality such as gesture or writing to get their point across when verbal attempts fail. Glosser and Goodglass (1990) were among the first researchers to specifically examine executive functioning ability in PWA. They administered four experimental executive function procedures to 22 left-brain-damaged, 19 rightbrain-damaged, and 49 healthy controls. Brain-damaged subjects were divided into groups according to site of lesion: prefrontal, retrorolandic, and mixed. The test procedures included the non-verbal continuous performance test, graphic pattern generation, sequence generation task, and the Tower of Hanoi. Results indicated that subjects with left frontal lobe lesions were significantly more impaired than subjects with left retrorolandic or mixed left hemisphere lesions. In addition, results suggested that the observed impairments were independent of the subjects' linguistic deficits.
Other studies have demonstrated that PWA have difficulty in various aspects of cognition that fall under the umbrella of executive functioning, such as working memory, attention, and problem solving. Working memory may be considered a foundation for executive abilities (Conner, MacKay & White 2000) . It provides storage and workspace for information, thus, permitting interactions between attention, perception, and memory (Baddeley 1992) . The executive controller performs operations on information held in working memory so that this information may be used effectively. Several researchers have found memory deficits in PWA (Beeson, Bayles & Rubens 1990; Beeson et al. 1993; Burgio & Basso 1997; Risse, Rubens & Jordan 1984; Ween, Verfaellie & Alexander 1996) . Beeson and colleagues (1993) assessed memory using a semantic encoding procedure to provide a means to examine cued recall in addition to free recall, since a comparison of free recall versus cued recall provides information regarding the integrity of executive control processes that direct the encoding and retrieval of long-term memories. They found differences in performance of subjects with anterior versus posterior lesions on the free recall test (long-term memory) but not the cued recall test. They suggested that cued recall tasks do not require the same self-directed retrieval demands as free recall tasks and that the poor verbal long-term memory performance in subjects with anterior lesions may best be explained as a reflection of executive control deficits associated with frontal lobe damage.
Attentional processes are also embedded in the construct of executive functioning. LaPointe and Erickson (1991) used a dual task paradigm to address allocation of attentional processes in subjects with aphasia. They presented their subjects with an auditory work identification task under two separate Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders conditions. Under the first condition, the subjects simply indicated when they heard the target word. Under the second condition, the subjects listened for the target word while simultaneously sorting cards according to color. Results showed that all subjects performed with high accuracy under the first condition. However, under the dual task condition, subjects with aphasia performed with significantly less accuracy than healthy controls. Poorer performance during the dual task condition was believed to be due to the increased demands placed on their attentional system, which LaPointe and Erikson believed to be limited in capacity. Thus, LaPointe and Erickson concluded that variability in linguistic performance may be accounted for by inadequate attentional resources and/ or misallocation of attentional resources. Prescott et al. (1987) investigated complex problem solving in 10 subjects with aphasia using the Tower of Hanoi. In this task, subjects were given rules regarding how they may or may not go about moving disks on a peg to reach a stated goal. Results showed that 30% of the subjects with aphasia did not complete the task. Those that did required more moves and significantly more time compared to healthy control subjects.
Finally, a number of Stroop-like tasks have been used to measure automatic activation, suppression/inhibition, vigilance/goal maintenance and attentional switching (engagement/disengagement) processes in normal and aphasic pathological populations. Two group studies in PWA have been identified so far (Wiener, Connor & Obler 2004; McNeil et al. 2010) . Wiener and colleagues investigated the inhibition process at the lexical-semantic level of language processing in 5 participants with Wernicke's aphasia and 12 normal adults using a numerical Stroop-like task. They found a Stroop effect for both groups; however, the interference effect for the PWA was significantly larger than for the controls. They concluded that persons with Wernicke's aphasia had normal automatic activation and a selective deficit of inhibitory control. However, their study had a very small sample size and did not directly test the alternative hypothesis that the overall slowness of the PWA might be due to slow lexical activation in addition to impaired inhibition. In the second study McNeil et al. (2010) investigated the effects of several color-word congruent and incongruent Stroop tasks, within the context of a reading comprehension test in 25 PWA and 29 normal adults. Reading times, percentage of correct responses and reading comprehension scores were examined for the color words. The PWA demonstrated RT ratios that reflected costs in sustained attention, attentional switching mechanisms and interference/suppression effects for the specific language comprehension task.
The majority of the aforementioned studies have addressed either the global construct of executive functioning, or isolated cognitive skills (like working memory, attention, and problem solving) under the domain of executive functioning, via analysis of accuracy of performance at a rather conscious, more 'controlled' level of processing. In comparison, the inhibitory mechanism Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders responsible for the reduced allocation of resources in aphasia and the resultant selective processing impairments has so far received little attention. The purpose of the present study is to further explore the inhibitory mechanism that serves to limit the generation and maintenance of irrelevant information in a group of Greek-speaking individuals diagnosed with Broca's aphasia. It is hypothesized that PWA will not only perform less accurately on the task testing inhibition of distracting stimuli compared to neurologically normal controls, but that their performance will also be less efficient in terms of their reaction time (RT) performance.
Method

Subjects
A group of nine Greek-speaking agrammatic aphasic subjects (all males, mean age: 65.6 years -SD: 16.7) were tested for this study. The patients were recruited from chronic referrals to a neurohabilitation unit situated in the Greek province. Their diagnosis as Broca's aphasics was based on the administration of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination Battery-Short Form (BDAE-SF) translated and adapted into Greek by Tsapkini, Vlahou and Potagas (2010) , the Bilingual Aphasia Test translated into Greek by Paradis and Kehayia (1987) , as well as a series of sentence-picture matching tasks testing the patients' comprehension of various non-canonical syntactic structures (Peristeri 2007) . All the aphasic subjects were right-handed, with the exception of a single patient who was bimanual. None of the subjects had a history of prior neurological disease, drug or alcohol abuse, psychiatric disorders, developmental speech/language disorders or learning disabilities. What should also be mentioned is that the aphasic group was relatively heterogeneous with respect to the educational background of its patients (mean years of education: 9.6; SD: 4.8), who were distributed as follows: four primary school, one secondary school, and four high school and beyond.
Eight of the patients had a documented pathology confirmed by CT, and they were clinically assessed as Broca's aphasics in terms of impairment and disability. More specifically, the CT scans revealed that seven of the individuals had suffered from a left hemisphere, ischemic stroke leaving a deep lesion in Broca's area; two of the same patients have also suffered from a second incident at the same brain area a few years after the first ischemic stroke. The eighth and the ninth patient suffered from an extensive haemorrhage of the left basal ganglia caused by an aneurysm and a surgical intervention, respectively. All
Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders subjects were tested between one and twenty-one years post-stroke, while none had received language treatment in the past. Seven of the patients also had right hemiparesis. Finally, an informal evaluation of each patient's audiorecorded motor speech samples collected during the study revealed that five of the patients presented with apraxia of speech, i.e. they tended to produce phonetic transformations and pseudo-phonemes, while one of them presented with extensive distortions of sounds and neologisms. Details on each patient's biographical and neurological profile are reported in Tables 1(A&B) below.
The control group consisted of eighteen adult males (mean age: 66 years -SD: 13.1), all of them native speakers of Greek. The specific adults were purposefully selected so as to match most closely the mean age and educational level of the aphasic experimental group in order to ensure that any deviation observed between the performance of the controls and the nine aphasic patients would not be biased by factors such as age and educational level.
Stimuli, Apparatus, Design, and Procedure
The online non-verbal task which was used to test the inhibitory mechanism in the group of the agrammatic patients in comparison to the language-unimpaired controls was adapted from a negative priming (henceforth, NP) paradigm initially designed (Treccani et al. 2009 ) to test the hypothesis of balanced bilinguals' greater efficiency in inhibitory control. NP emerges when the irrelevant information in the prime trial becomes relevant in the next, probe trial. Slower or/and inaccurate responses are usually observed in this condition due to the fact that inhibition of the irrelevant information tends to exert its effect from the prime to the probe trial. NP has already been found to be reduced in people with deficits in inhibitory abilities, like patients with Alzheimer disease (Amieva et al. 2004) .
Most of the information regarding the design of the specific task is derived from Treccani et al.'s (2009) paper with balanced bilinguals. Each trial was initiated by pressing the space bar of the computer keyboard. Immediately afterward, four horizontal white lines were drawn on the black background of the screen: two lines on the top and the other two on the bottom. These lines remained on the screen throughout the trial and marked the locations at which the target and the possible distractor could appear. After 1500 msec from the lines' onset, the prime display appeared for 150 msec: Two symbols, an X and an O were drawn on the screen, each in one of the four marked locations. Responses consisted of pressing one of four red-labeled keys ("d," "c," "k," and "m" characters on the computer keyboard), each spatially compatible with one of the four marked positions on the screen. Half of the participants in each group were asked to press the key the position of which corresponded to the X (i.e., Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders the target) location and to ignore the O (i.e., the distractor) location, whereas the opposite mapping was assigned to the rest of the participants. After either the response was made or the time granted for responding elapsed (3000 msec after the prime's onset), there was a 350-msec interval before the probe display appeared. This display could exhibit either the target and the distractor or just the target. Again, the probe display remained visible for 150 msec; a maximum of 3000 msec from the probe's onset was given to respond, and a 350-msec interval ended the trial. The screen was then cleared, and a prompt to begin the next trial was presented. The experiment was run using the E-Prime software (Schneider et al. 2002) .
On the whole, there were 144 possible prime-probe combinations. Each combination was presented once, and the 144 prime-probe trials were presented randomly in two blocks of 72 trials. Critical conditions were those in which both the probe target and distractor appeared in previously vacant locations (i.e., target+distractor/unrelated conditions; 24 trials), those in which the probe target appeared in a previously vacant location and no distractor was presented in the probe display (i.e., only-target/unrelated conditions; 24 trials), and those in which the probe target appeared in the previous distractor location-either when a probe distractor appeared in a previously vacant position (i.e., target+distractor/D→T conditions; 24 trials) or no probe distractor was present (i.e., only-target/D→T conditions; 12 trials). Examples of these four conditions are shown in Figures 1-4 below. 
Data Analysis
Though the specific task provided data on a great number of experimental conditions, due to limitations of space we are only going to focus on the analysis of the distractor and the NP effect in both the agrammatic and the languageunimpaired population. More specifically, in order to evaluate the distractor effect, both groups' RTs in the target+distractor trials were contrasted with those in only-target trials, separately for the two critical prime-probe relationship conditions (P-P related, P-P unrelated), i.e., Condition 1 vs. Condition 2 for the P-P unrelated contexts, and Condition 3 vs. Condition 4 for the P-P related contexts. On the other hand, in order to evaluate NP effects in the aphasic and the language-unimpaired group, the participants' RTs in prime-probe related trials were contrasted with these in prime-probe unrelated trials, separately for the two distractor presence conditions (present, absent), i.e., Condition 1 vs. Condition 3 for the contexts whereby the distractor is present in the probe slide, and Condition 2 vs. Condition 4 for the contexts whereby the distractor is absent. Apart from the subjects' RTs, both analyses were performed on the participants' percentages of errors as well.
Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders Table 2 shows mean RTs and error percentages for the probe trials as a function of the distractor presence and prime-probe (P-P) location relationship. Planned comparisons were performed on the data from the four critical conditions to test possible differences in the distractor and NP effects between the two groups. Between-groups differences in the effect of each of the two relevant factors (distractor presence and P-P location relationship) were tested for each level of the other factor. In order to evaluate the distractor effect, language-unimpaired subjects' and aphasic individuals' RTs in target+distractor trials were contrasted with those in only-target trials, separately for the two critical P-P location relationship conditions (unrelated, D→T). There was a marginally significant interactive effect only for the D→T trials (F (1, 25) = 3.964, p = .055) and a main effect of distractor (absence vs. presence of distractor) (F (1, 25) = 4.155, p = .050) for the unrelated P-P location relationship trials. We then conducted separate repeated measures ANOVAs for each group. The controls showed a significant distractor effect in both P-P related and unrelated location relationship trials (F (1, 17) = 7.776, p = .013, and F (1, 17) = 4.552, p = .050, respectively), while the Broca patients did not exhibit significant distractor effects in either condition (p = .395 for the P-P related, and p = .298 for the P-P unrelated trials).
Results
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The same analyses were performed on percentages of errors. With respect to the P-P related trials, a main effect of distractor was observed (F (1,25) = 4.388, p = .046), as well as a significant interaction between group and distractor (F (1, 25) = 4.477, p = .044). No significant interaction or effect was observed for the P-P unrelated trials. The repeated measures ANOVAs which were conducted separately for the two groups have not revealed a significant distractor effect for either population.
To compare NP effects in the two groups, language-unimpaired subjects' and Broca's aphasic individuals' RTs in D→T trials were contrasted with those in unrelated trials, separately for the two distractor conditions (absent vs. present). There was a significant main effect of NP and a significant interaction between NP and group for both distractor conditions, i.e., independently of whether the distractor was present or not (F (1, 25) = 18.123, p = .000) for the NP effect - Percentages of errors underwent the same analyses that were performed on RTs. There was a significant main effect of NP (F (1, 25) = 8.467, p = .007) and a significant interaction between NP and group (F (1, 25) = 7.270, p = .012), yet, only for the trials whereby the distractor was present. Separate repeated measures analyses for each group revealed that it was only the Broca group that has exhibited a marginally significant NP effect for the trials whereby the distractor was present in the probe slide (F (1, 8) = 4.066, p = .070).
Discussion
In the current study, a NP non-verbal task was chosen to represent rather subconscious inhibitory processes within executive functioning in an attempt to further understand executive function skills in individuals with Broca's aphasia. The considerably greater distractor interference effect observed in the Broca group relative to the language-unimpaired group supports the hypothesis that Broca patients do demonstrate characteristics of an impaired inhibitory mechanism, i.e. inability to sufficiently inhibit distracting and irrelevant information. Such deficit was identified primarily in their speed of performance measured to Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders discover how quickly subjects could identify the target and inhibit the distractor at the same time; the patients' high error rates in the target+distractor trials (e.g. 20.67% errors for the Broca group in the D→T trials vs. 0.89% errors for the control group in the same experimental condition), together with the patients' RT ratios that reflected costs in interference/suppression effects and, possibly, the attentional switching mechanisms for this online non-verbal task evince that the Broca's aphasic individuals had a less efficient inhibitory mechanism than the language-unimpaired subjects.
The overall pattern of results from the experimental conditions testing NP across the two groups revealed that the Broca group exhibited a considerably more robust NP effect relative to the controls, i.e. their performance tended to slow down and be considerably more erroneous for the probe trials wherein the target appeared in the previous distractor location independently of whether a distractor was present in the probe trial or not. Interestingly, the same finding was reported for the balanced bilingual (vs. monolingual) group in Treccani et al.'s (2009) study and it was accounted for in terms of the notorious bilingual advantage in reducing cost of conflict resolution; early, simultaneous consolidation of two language systems has been widely argued to bring about enhanced monitoring processes and reduced conflict costs in bilingual populations (e.g. Tao et al. 2011) . It seems that the Broca patients' accentuated NP effect may stem from the patients' over-reliance on the distractor position (rather than the content of the activated information) which prevented them from monitoring and timely detecting the target information in the probe trial. By this account, the aphasic individuals might have been more focused on the location of the lines being filled with a target or/and a distractor rather than on the type of the critical information in question and, therefore, they proved to be less efficient in executing correct responses and performing within normal time limits in their responses. Hence, although at this point it seems rather difficult to disentangle the exact factors that may have led to specific enhancement of the NP effect in the Broca group, the present study shows the necessity to investigate the same patients' performance in tasks that would show a similar local (vs. global) processing deficit in linguistic phenomena. Such structures could involve discourse comprehension or/and grammaticality judgment tests with morphological case violations, thus, testing the patients' performance in phenomena supporting processing at a more global and local level, respectively.
Most interestingly, statistical analyses conducted on an individual basis (not reported here due to limitations of space) revealed that the NP effect was significant for eight out of the nine aphasic individuals that have participated in the present study. Such finding strongly implies that the specific performance is generalizable to the whole Broca group irrespective of neurological correlates, age, educational level and localization of injury. Of course, a relatively small subject pool was used in this study. A larger sample of individuals with Broca's Brought to you by | Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Authenticated Download Date | 10/13/14 9:48 AM Language Disorders aphasia would allow us to examine the inhibitory mechanism and the NP effect in Broca's aphasia more effectively.
Conclusions
Subjects with Broca's aphasia in this study did demonstrate deficits consistent with an impaired inhibitory mechanism. Furthermore, the Broca group has exhibited a strong NP effect which may be accounted for in terms of a local processing deficit forcing the patients to ignore crucial informational cues related to the content of both relevant and irrelevant information at a non-verbal level. However, continued research is needed to more systematically explore the nature of the NP effect in Broca's aphasia. Additionally, studies should strive to operationally define the subprocesses of NP in Broca's aphasia and its interrelationships with the mechanism of inhibition, as well as with linguistic processing.
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